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Featured Application: A photoelectric scanning measurement network has the potential for
three-dimensional (3-D) dynamic coordinate measurement in industrial manufacturing. It can
be applied in aircraft assembly and leveling, digital shipbuilding, tooling monitoring, AGV
navigation, and so on.

Abstract: A photoelectric scanning measurement network is a kind of distributed measurement
system based on the principle of angle intersection, in which transmitters and photoelectric receivers
are the main parts. The scanning lasers in transmitters emit signals and they are obtained by receivers
at the measured points. Then the coordinate of the receiver can be calculated by the optimization
algorithm. Its outstanding static measurement performance and network scalability capacity give
it great potential in large-scale metrology. However, when it comes to moving targets, the angle
intersection failure will produce a dynamic error, which limits its further application. Nowadays
the research on error modeling and compensation is also insufficient though it has been the crucial
concern. In this paper, we analyzed error causes and constructed a dynamic error model. Dynamic
error characteristics and the law of propagation were discussed. The measurement uncertainty at
different movement speeds was quantized through simulation experiments. To verify the error
model, experiments were designed and the dynamic error was evaluated in practice. It matched
well with simulations. The model was tested to be reasonable, and provided theoretical support for
error compensation.

Keywords: Photoelectric scanning; angle intersection; dynamic error modeling; large-scale metrology

1. Introduction

The concept of “Industry 4.0” introduces the future trends in industrial development, and the
growing interest in intelligent manufacturing has highlighted the need to research novel methods
in large-scale metrology [1,2]. Integration of advanced measurement instruments with traditional
technologies is recognized as an effective approach to achieve the prospection. Dimensional metrology
in manufacturing, which is an important factor for quality insurance, has the characteristics of
large measurement range, requirements for high precision and efficiency, and strong environmental
interference. In recent years, the breakthroughs in optical technologies and low-cost, fast computers
stimulated the wide use of laser tracker and photogrammetry systems. They both provide abundant
solutions for three-dimension coordinate measurement [3–5].
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A laser tracker is based on length measurement by interferometer and angle measurement by
encoder. Leica AT series and Faro Vantage series are representatives in this field of research. With
sophisticated environmental parameter compensation, they can gain an accuracy of 15 um + 6 um/m
and a measurement frequency of up to 1000 Hz. The measurement range is about 80 m. In most
cases, it is seen as the benchmark in metrology and gives compensation to positioning error in other
instruments [6,7]. However, the laser tracker has its limitations. Firstly, it only conducts single target
measurement each time and the efficiency is relatively lower. For example, in large aircraft leveling,
hundreds of points on the whole fuselage need to be measured, which may take one or more days. It is
time-consuming and unacceptable. Secondly, in a large-scale space, a multi-station network is often
necessary for full coverage of the measurement zone. The measurement error is prone to accumulate
during coordinate system transformation and distance increase. The system performance will be
affected to a great degree [8,9].

Close-range photogrammetry experienced a revolution at the beginning of the 2000s [10] and it
has been widely used in applications ranging from automobile manufacturing to aerospace [11–15].
Monocular vision and binocular vision are common solutions for positioning and orientation in
large-scale metrology and they enjoy an accuracy of submillimeter. Nevertheless, limited by the image
processing and matching algorithm, photogrammetry methods have a relatively lower measurement
frequency, which leads to unideal dynamic measurement capacity. Even worse, photogrammetry
systems have strict requirements for the environment and measured objects. Light flection from the
surface of objects, such as aircraft skin and body-in-white, may lead to low image quality and match
failure [16].

In the past few years, we have also witnessed the rapid development of stationary distributed
measurement network and it is now widely used in aircraft manufacturing, digital shipbuilding,
and tooling monitoring. The workshop measurement positioning system (wMPS) is a representative
composed of transmitters, photoelectric receivers, signal processors, and a terminal computer. Each
transmitter contains a rotation head and a static base, as shown in Figure 1.
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has been carried out and it gains an accuracy of 0.2 mm + 0.01 mm/m at a frequency of 20 Hz. 

Figure 1. Transmitter configuration.

Two line-laser modules are embedded in the rotation head with an intersection angle of 90◦.
The head rotates about the z-axis of the local coordinate system at a speed of 1500–3000 rev/min. In the
static base synchronization lasers are in circular distribution and they will shine when the rotation
head goes across the pre-defined reference point in the encoder. The receiver at the measured point
obtains the synchronization signal and record it as the start time. After that, laser module 1 and 2
will scan over the receiver in turn. The time difference between synchronization signal and scanning
signals is captured through precise timing. It is in a linear relationship with two scanning angles.
In this way, the spatial relationship between the transmitter and receiver can be determined solely.
Combing signals from multiple transmitters, the coordinate of the receiver can be obtained by the
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optimization algorithm [17]. At present, the research on static measurement performance of wMPS
has been carried out and it gains an accuracy of 0.2 mm + 0.01 mm/m at a frequency of 20 Hz.

However, with the development of industrial automation, dynamic positioning has been
increasingly required. In aircraft and ship assembly, large components are carried by industrial
robots for docking. The real-time positions of components are necessary for feedback control. Besides,
the relative position between different robots is also important to avoid the deformation caused
by measurement asynchronization [18,19]. For indoor autonomous guided vehicle (AGV), accurate
positioning in global positioning system (GPS) denied conditions is the foundation for navigation
and control. On the one hand, wMPS has the potential for dynamic measurement, fast dynamic
response, and good static stability. On the other hand, limited by the principle of angle intersection
measurement, the error is inherent and non-negligible when the receiver is in motion. Dynamic error
analysis and compensation has been the key to further improve the system performance and extend
the application area.

In this article, we first introduce the dynamic error causes of wMPS. Then we construct the
error model, discuss the error characteristics, and quantize the measurement uncertainty at different
cases through simulation experiments. Finally, practical experiments are carried out to validate the
proposed model.

2. Measurement Principle and Causes of Dynamic Error

2.1. Measurement Principle

Specifically, the measurement model of wMPS can be abstracted as two rotating laser planes.
The normal vectors and z-axis intercepts of two laser planes at the reference point are described as:[

aij bij cij dij

]T
(1)

where i and j indicate the i’th transmitter and j’th laser module. They are constant after the transmitter
is assembled.

When the two lasers scan across the receiver counterclockwise, the normal vectors can be
expressed as: 

aijθ
bijθ
cijθ
dijθ

 =


cos
(
ωitij

)
− sin

(
ωitij

)
0 0

sin
(
ωitij

)
cos
(
ωitij

)
0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




aij
bij
cij
dij

 (2)

ωi refers to the rotation speed of the i’th transmitter, and tij refers to the time difference between the
synchronization signal and j’th scanning signal.

When a laser plane scans over a receiver, the receiver will locate on the plane and the constraint
formula between the laser plane and receiver can be constructed:

[
aijθ bijθ cijθ dijθ

]
R11 R12 R13 Tx

R21 R22 R23 Ty

R31 R32 R33 Tz

0 0 0 1

[ xg yg zg 1
]T

= 0 (3)

R and T represent the rotation and translation components from the global coordinate system to
the local coordinate system respectively. They are derived from measurement network calibration [17].[

xg yg zg 1
]

represents the homogeneous coordinate of the receiver in the global coordinate
system. There are three unknowns in the coordinate of each receiver and they will be calculable as
long as more than three formulas are available. Consequently, signals from more than two transmitters
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with different rotation speeds will be capable for coordinate calculation. The accuracy is positively
related to the number of transmitters scanning across the receiver.

2.2. Causes of Dynamic Error

As stated in Section 2.1, laser signals from at least two transmitters with different rotation speeds
are necessary for coordinate calculation. For each transmitter, a receiver will obtain a synchronization
pulse and two scanning pulses in sequence as shown in Figure 2. In the measuring network, the
synchronization pulses from different transmitters are irrelevant in the time domain.
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If the receiver is static, laser planes have a unique intersection point and the time difference
between signals has no influence on measurement accuracy. However, for a moving receiver, in the
period of obtaining signals from the two transmitters, i.e., t1 to t22, it has been at different positions
and the trajectory during that is unknown. Calculating the coordinate of the receiver directly will lead
to certain dynamic error.

We define single transmitter dynamic time error δts_k as the time difference between
synchronization pulse and scanning pulse 1, pulse 2 (t1 and t11, t1 and t12), and the multi-transmitter
dynamic error δtm_k is defined as the time difference between synchronization pulses from different
transmitters (t1 and t2). Note that multi-transmitter dynamic error δtm_k is strictly related with rotation
periods and it will accumulate over rotation cycles.

δtm_k = mod(N(Tk − T1), T1) (4)

N represents the rotation cycles and Tk represents the rotation period of the transmitter k. T1 is the
rotation period of the primary transmitter in the network. δts_k is determined by the distribution of two
laser modules. They have an intersection angle of 90◦. δtm_k is determined by the rotation cycles of all
transmitters in the network. When the measurement network is built, it remains unchanged. δts_k and
δtm_k are uncorrelated and lead to dynamic error δθs_k and δθm_k in scanning angle respectively. δθe_k
is the static angle error and it is related with the straightness error of the laser module and centering
error of the receiver. It is uncorrelated with the two error resources above. Therefore, the total dynamic
error of wMPS can be expressed in Equation (5):

δθk = δθe_k + δθs_k + δθm_k (5)

The static measurement error of a single transmitter has been evaluated after it is assembled.
It obeys the normal distribution and the standard deviation is about 2”. Besides, the static error at each
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measurement is independent and the covariance is zero. For the other two error resources, simulation
experiments based on MATLAB are conducted for time error quantization.

Basing on the principle of intersection measurement, the coordinates of the receiver can be
calculable if it obtains signals from two transmitters. However, there is no constraint redundancy and
the accuracy and stability are relatively lower. With the increase of the transmitter amount, the accuracy
will also be improved. In application, we generally construct a four-transmitter network to gain better
performance. Taking it into account, a four transmitters network was built and they were in a “C” type
layout, which had been tested to gain a higher accuracy than others [20]. The rotation speeds were 1600,
1800, 2000 and 2200 rev/min, respectively. A trajectory generator was applied to produce a spatial
trajectory and the receiver moved along it at different speeds, i.e., 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s, and 120 mm/s.
The dynamic time error δts_k + δtm_k, i.e. the time difference between the first synchronization signal
and the last scanning signal, was captured at each measurement. Experimental configuration and
results are shown in Figures 3 and 4:
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As displayed in Figure 4, the maximum and minimum error at v = 30 mm/s are 32.24 ms and
28.06 ms. The time error corresponds to a periodic curve in the time-domain. The deviations at
different speeds are lower than 0.05 ms and they are negligible in this research. Change the trajectory
in subsequent simulations and we find that in the whole measurement zone the time error has great
similarity with that of v = 30 mm/s. It is dependent on the rotation speeds of transmitters in the
network. With the increase of rotation speeds, δts_k and δtm_k will decrease. However, the speed and
position of the receiver have little influence on dynamic time error.
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In wMPS we generally set a primary transmitter. The global coordinate system will be aligned
with the coordinate system of the primary transmitter. The rotation and displacement relationship
between the primary transmitter and others transmitters will be calibrated during the construction of
the network. Each transmitter has a certain pose and position in the global coordinate system. On the
basis of the conclusion above, we divide the movement speed of the receiver into three directions:
radial speed vr, tangential speed vt and axial speed va in Figure 5. Here the radial, tangential, and axial
directions mean those of each separate transmitter.
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Figure 5. Transmitter model and speed decomposition.

According to the transmitter model, the radial speed has little influence on the dynamic error
on account of the fast light speed. Therefore, the scanning angle error caused by time error can be
expressed as:

δθs_k + δθm_k =

(
vt√

x2 + y2
+

tan ϕ × va√
x2 + y2

)
(δts_k + δtm_k) (6)

(
x y z

)
is the position of the receiver in the local coordinate system. ϕ refers to the intersection

angle between the rotation axis and laser plane. In this way, the dynamic error resources in wMPS
are presented.

3. Dynamic Error Modeling and Uncertainty Analysis

3.1. Dynamic Error Modeling

In Section 2.2 we have analyzed the dynamic error mechanism. The measurement error in
scanning angles causes the coordinate error of the moving receiver. The error propagation model is
included in the following equations F(P,θ) = 0:
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F1 =
[

a11 b11 c11 d11

]
cos θ11 − sin θ11 0 0
sin θ11 cos θ11 0 0
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R1 T1

0 1

][
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]T
= 0

F2 =
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]
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0 0 1 0
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[

Rn Tn

0 1

][
xg yg zg 1

]T
= 0

(7)

The sources of coordinate uncertainty are scanning angles θ1, θ2, · · · θ2n−1, θ2n. They are
independent of each other and generally obey the normal distribution in Figure 6. The distribution
center is determined by the dynamic error and the variance is determined by the static error.
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The covariance matrix θ, also seen as the input, can be expressed as:

θ =

 u2(θ1) 0
. . .

0 u2(θ2n)

 (8)

According to the derivative rule for implicit functions [21],

dP
dθ

= −
(

dF
dP

)+ dF
dθ

(9)

P =
[

x y z 1
]

and it is the homogeneous coordinate of the receiver in the global coordinate

system. dF
dP and dF

dθ are the Jacobian matrices of F relative to P and θ.
(

dF
dP

)+
is the generalized inverse

matrix of dF
dP .
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In simulations we found that the numerical stability of θ is unsatisfactory and it is highly sensitive
to round-off error in programming, so the other algorithm is tried which depends on the following
steps [22]:

1. Divide θ into a lower triangular matrix λC and its transposed matrix: θ = λT
CλC.

2. Divide dF
dθ into the product of an orthogonal matrix QC and an upper triangular matrix WC:

dF
dθ = QCWC.

3. Divide dF
dP into the product of a lower triangular matrix LP and an upper triangular matrix WP:

dF
dP = LPWP.

4. Calculate matrix M1 through WT
PM1 = I, M = λCWT

CQT
C
(
LT

P
)−1M1.

5. Divide M into the product of an orthogonal matrix QM and an upper triangular matrix RM:
M = QMWM.

6. Describe the uncertainty uxyz as: uxyz = uP = WT
MWM.

3.2. Uncertainty Simulation and Analysis

Basing on the mathematical solution in Section 3.1, simulation experiments were carried out in
MATLAB. A measurement network with four transmitters was built and the layout was the same as
Section 2.2. A receiver moved at different speeds, 30, 60, and 120 mm/s respectively. We set 4800
points at three horizontal planes (z = 0, z = 1000, and z = 2000) uniformly as Figure 7. The coordinate
uncertainty components of each point, i.e., ux, uy and uz, were calculated. In Figures 8–10 we have
displayed the compound uncertainty u which indicates the distance between the theoretical point and
measurement result.

u =
√

ux2 + uy2 + uz2 (10)
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We can draw a conclusion from Figures 8–10 that the dynamic error is in a linear relationship
with the movement speed of the receiver. With the increase of receiver speed, the dynamic error will
also get larger. Although in all cases it contains a constant static error, it occupies a small part in the
total dynamic error. The single transmitter dynamic error and multi-transmitter dynamic error are
dominating. Moreover, the layout of the network also influences the dynamic error. The optimal
intersection angle for measurement is 110◦. In the margin area, where the intersection angle is
extremely small, the measurement error may be enlarged, which has the same characteristics as static
conditions [20].

4. Experimental Verification

To verify the mathematic model of wMPS dynamic error, practical experiments are designed and
the configuration is displayed in Figure 11:
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We first constructed a measurement network with four transmitters. The rotation speeds of
transmitters were set as 1600, 1800, 2000, and 2200 rev/min respectively. They were consistent with
those in simulations in Section 2.2. The orientation parameter of transmitters was calibrated according
to a coordinate control network [17]. A linear guide with a maximum travel distance of 800 mm was
applied to generate a standard linear trajectory and its straightness error was better than 0.07 mm
after calibration with an interferometer. It is much smaller than dynamic error and the linear guide
can be seen as a reference in experiments. A receiver was located on the platform and moves with
it synchronously. Movement speeds were set as 30 mm/s, 60 mm/s, and 120 m/s respectively.
Experiments were carried out in two conditions successively: the linear guide was 5 m/7 m in front of
the primary transmitter. To break the specificity in speed direction, in both conditions the linear guide
had a horizontal angle of 45◦ and a vertical angle of 20◦ in the global coordinate system.

The real-time coordinates of the receiver during each motion were recorded. Then we fitted a
spatial line. The dynamic error was evaluated by the straightness error and the root-mean-square
errors at each case were also calculated in Figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 12. Straightness error of practical trajectory at 5-m at different speeds.
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For further comparison, Table 1 lists the deviations between practical experiment results and
corresponding simulation results. We can see that the experimental results match with the simulation
results, and the maximum deviation between them is 0.091 mm. The dynamic error model of wMPS is
validated to be reasonable.

Table 1. Deviation between simulation and practical experiments.

Straightness Error/mm

Simulation Experiments Practical Experiments
Deviation

5 m 7 m 5 m 7 m

v = 30 mm/s 0.635 0.829 0.647 0.906 0.012 0.077
v = 60 mm/s 1.082 1.627 1.130 1.693 0.048 0.066
v = 120 mm/s 2.352 3.070 2.434 3.161 0.082 0.091

5. Conclusions

Dynamic coordinate measurement in industrial manufacturing is a popular issue which needs to
be solved urgently. wMPS is now recognized as a promising solution because of its great potential.
Nevertheless, the dynamic error caused by measurement principle gains little research and limits its
further development. In this article, we first analyzed the mechanism of dynamic error. Then error
modeling and simulations experiments about the uncertainty were carried out. The characteristics of
the dynamic error were expounded. To validate the mathematical model, practical experiments were
done and the results matched well with simulations. It laid the foundation for error compensation
and performance improvement. It is noteworthy that we have made an assumption that the receiver
moves at a constant speed. As stated in Section 1, wMPS has a measurement frequency of 20 Hz. It is
often used in industrial manufacturing such as aircraft assembly and leveling, digital shipbuilding,
and tooling monitoring. There is often no jump in acceleration for moving targets on such occasions.
In a measurement cycle, i.e., 50 ms, the speed of the target can be seen as constant. The assumption is
acceptable in practice.

In the future, we will focus our research on error compensation through hardware and software
enhancement. The inertial measurement unit (IMU) can sense its own acceleration at a frequency
of 400 Hz (such as STIM 300) and it will be embedded in the receiver. At each measurement cycle,
the IMU will provide the real-time speed of the receiver. The model may be further optimized. Besides,
the rotation speed of the transmitter has a great influence on the dynamic error. We will try more
advanced shaft system and improve the rotation speed, which can also ensure a longer working life.
As for software, a model-based compensation algorithm may be a good choice for dynamic error
restriction. The development of machine learning provides novel ideas for our future work.
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